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FOREWORD:

Hey all freaks over the globe this is the first issue of BRAINSTORM. I hope ya all like it!!!! This will be a mag. with a lot of jokes, newer news than the newest news and a lot of more funny things. So don't be lame and start to read this thing.

This mag will contain some things about an old commie called C64 and about a new commie called AMIGA........

The editors are: THE LEGEND
SCIENCE FRONTIER
FIRE-EAGLE/DGF

END of FOREWORD

NEXT THING:
If you have any comments or if you wanna send something (an article about yourself or your group) then write to

FIRE-EAGLE/DGF
HOMMERTERWEG124
6431EZ HOENSBROEK
NETHERLANDS

So don't wait and send something!!!!
By the way if you have very new news you can also send it to that adress

OK START NOW READING THE MAG. AND ENJOY THE SHOW

SEE YA SOON:
SOMEBWHERE OR SOMETIME

PS: SORRY THAT THERE IS NO AMIGA CHART BUT I HAD IT TOTALLY FORGOTTEN SO NEXT TIME THERE WILL BE A AMIGA CHART TOO!!!
Hello all of you... I think that this page is just like the greetings in a demo. Because it will always come back in this mag. I must thank the people who gave me their charts of best demos, best musax, best crackers, best games... If you want to send your chart to me then you must write to the address on page 1.

But I'll now stop talking about shit things and so I will give you the charts........

BEST DEMOS
-------------
- 1 - IT'S MOVING FROM SSS
- 2 - HELL HOUSE FROM DBS/ ZEN
- 3 - HIDDEN SCIENCE FROM S451/THF
- 4 - LAST NINJA PV. FROM FE/ DGF
- 5 - SHUT YOUR MOUTH FROM ZEN

BEST CRACKERS
-------------
- 1 - IKARI
- 2 - HOTLINE
- 3 - FUSION

BEST GAMES
-------------
- 1 - CYBERNOID
- 2 - I.O
- 3 - TARGET RENEGATE

BEST MUSAX
-------------
- 1 - CYBERNOID FROM J.T
- 2 - METAL DREAM MUSAX FROM S451
- 3 - COMPLEX PV. FROM ????

BEST ARCADES
-------------
- 1 - OPR. WOLF
- 2 - AFTERBURNER
- 3 - TOP SPEED

PS: SORRY THAT THERE IS NO AMIGA CHART BUT I HAD IT TOTALLY FORGOTTEN SO NEXT TIME THERE WILL BE A AMIGA CHART TO!!!!
Hey are you still reading this shit??? So I hear you saying yep. At the moment I am looking to hell house its quite nice but no more shit I will say to ya what this page is good for. THIS IS THE PAGE FOR ALL THE NEW THINGS IN THE COMPUTERWORLD. So I will right away starting with some new things I have heard. Here they come

-I heard that there was a little war between fusion and zenith I hope it will be over now

- The second thing I heard was also a war this time between dsu and nrj from the new aces

- Hey are you a freak of horror movies then you must go to the States because on Friday 13 the movie Friday 13 part seven came there in the theatre

- I do not know what is going on but it seems that there is a little migration of the nations in the computerscene. Because some guys from orion will leave that group and will make a new group called Sphinx (sorry marco but everybody did it already know so I can put it in here)

- There is also another new group coming. This some guys from mad-squad and some other famous guys and maybe girls

- Some friends told me that they will make Opr.Wolf on the c64 and I will be ready in the summer...

- There was also a rumour that last ninja II would be on the market. But so far as I can see there was nothing. I hope that it will come very fast.

- There is not much to say anymore I hope that it will be next more new news. So if you have some fantastic news then write to the person on page 1 I suppose....

Do ya see the ninja from a great game called l-n ii no?
This article will go about the arise of this little magazine. Two months ago I was thinking of making this thing but I didn't have any ideas and no people who wanted to help me with it. So I started to search for people who wanted to cooperate with me. I first sent a letter to Rygar from s451 but he said that he didn't have any ideas either, so working with s451 would then not going very well. I went further with looking to someone who wanted to work with me. I called Pizza from the legend and I asked him if he had any ideas and if he wanted to write an article about something. He said that he wanted to help me with it. So I had found my first compagnon. In the evening I was thinking if it would be nice if there was also an Amiga corner and after some thinking I saw a light I thought maybe Patrick from SCF 1616 will write the Amiga corner and I called him. He was just like Pizza he said right away yes I will help you with your mag. On school I asked also to some adventure freaks if they could write an adventure column with some hints and tips. First they said no an magazine that is so low but when they saw the light just like me they were getting crazy and started to write something down. Now I had enough people who wanted to help me with this and so I could start to type something down on the paper.

EDITORS ARE NOW:  
SCIENCE FRONTIER  (AMIGA)
THE LEGEND  (C64)
THE ADVENTURE FREAKS  (ASTRA)
FIRE-EAGLE  (C64)

see ya!!!

In this place you can put some advertisements

- first if you want to swap videos then call 31-85-817680 and ask for Alberto
- if you want to greet someone you can send the greetings to page one (I mean the adress on page 1) and the greetings will be put down on a special place.
- if you have some good jokes you can also send them to the adress on page 1

these are the first little advertisements so if ya have some you can also send them to me. (rog from fire-eagle)

SEE YA ALL SOMEWHERE OR SOMETIME
An introduction
Welcome to the worlds of magic and monsters, of love and hate of peace and war, of heroes and heroines, of good and evil, of black and white, of dark and light.... Welcome to Dreamscape, a column written by the adventures freaks.
This column is written for all the people who like to dream away in the worlds, created by others. It's a column for people who love playing adventures. Who are fond of SF and Fantasy books and it's a column for people who like to play Fantasy-role-playing-games.
What can you expect from us. Well, more than you can dream. First, we will preview the newest playing adventures. Second, we will wipe the dust off some old adventures. Third, we shall give you some help with playing adventures. Fourth, we shall give you some tips how to make them yourself. Fifth, we shall scan the worlds of SF and Fantasy for you. And last but not least, we shall bring you stories of how you can play F-R-P-Games.
As you have read, we will give you some help how to solve an adventure. We have solved some adventures, so perhaps we shall give the maps of those. You can also send us some tips. Write then to the address on page 1 and he will take care that it will come to my place...
Well, that's all for now and remember: When all odds are against you, magic is never far away.

THROUGH THE DOORS OF IMAGINATION
ON THE PATHS OF YOUR DREAMS
YOU WILL FIND MARKS
WHICH WILL GUIDE YOU TO THE WORLD OF BRAINSTORM
First this........
News Flash: Busted, yep the next groups are in a certain way busted: The Champs, HQC, Star-Frontier..... Most from Star-frontier were going to the Knight Hawkes....!
Busted means that more members from a group were caught by copying illegal programs!!! But the groups will come back THEY DON'T GIVE UP YET!!!!!!!

TIPS AND TRICKS
The speeder from the Utilitydisk ANC 15 is not very useful, almost every programm has READ/WRITE ERRORS which are not there. Or even load errors which are not there.... And the speeder is just 35% faster so don't use it. There will soon be a better speeder from Science frontier 1616. So don't use it and wait..

To expect
This year will come to our AMIGA world some nice games like:
- ARMY MOVES 1
- ARMY MOVES 2
- ROCKET RANGER
- OUT-RUN (DECEMBER)
- LAST NINJA
- GHOST & GOBLINS
- FLYING SHARK (SCF PRODUCTIONS)

You have to know this.
For all the freaks who love to write in the SEKA assembler are here coming some Statements I hope you can use them.
LOAD: R - load seka sourcecodes
RI - load every kind of data on the right adress (you can give the adress)
RL - This loadslinked programms (no object files)
SAVE W - this writes away what you wrote in the edit mode
WI - now you can give the begin and the end adress and then the file will be written to the disk!!
WO - This writes the programm to a disk like a object file (you can load it from cli and it runs automaticly...!)
Here is a little listing in SEKA
1 ;poweredled on/off
2 ;
3 start:
4 btst#2,$bfe001
5 wait:
6 btst#6,$bfe001
7 bne wait
8 rts

AND THIS IS THE LAST THING IN THE AMIGA CORNER
- Soon there will be an AMIGA 3000. Sofar i know its just the
  AMIGA 500 brought to you as an AMIGA 2000...!

So this was the first issue of brainstorm i hope you all liked it. PIEP PIEP a telex is coming in and it says:
- IN THE STATES IS A DEER WHICH SHOOTS BACK TO THE HUNTERS- STOP
- ITS NAME IS RAMBI- stop

that was the telex.
So if you want to have an issue then you must get the demo called brainstorm. If you want to write anything or if you want to send me your top five from demos, crackers, musax, games, arcades then can you write to the adress on page 1. AND if you want to write to someone who wrote an article you can then also write to the adress on page 1 and i will see that it will come to the right person.

So you don't have page 1 then here will come my adress for the second time

FIRE-EAGLE
HOMMERTERWEG 124
6431 EZ HOENSBROEK
NETHERLANDS

OR CALL 31-45-22133 AND ASK FOR ROGER

A LONG TIME AGO THERE WAS A WIZARD CALLED HUMPIDUMPI HE WAS VERY NICE TO THE PEOPLE AND HE DID NOT HARM ANYONE BUT THERE WAS THE EVIL IT TOOKS HIS HEART AWAY AND THE WIZZARD HUMPIDUMPI BECAME VERY NASTY HE KILLED ALL THE PEOPLE HE SAW AND HE STOLE ALL THE FOOD FROM THE ANIMALS AND THEN IT CAME IT WAS A KNIGHT HE STOOD IN FLAMES AND HE WAS NOT ON A HORSE BUT ON AN EAGLE

CONTINU NEXT TIME